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ABSTRACT 

A charged-based transient-state model of the isotachophoretic separation of a multi-component 
mixture is described. The model enables both the column hold-up required for the full separation of a 
multi-component sample and the analysis time to be calculated. The optimum pH of the leading electrolyte 
can be found by plotting the analysis time vs. the pH of leading electrolyte. The method was applied to the 
separation of a three-component mixture (acetate, lactate, butyrate) and the theoretical values of the 
required column hold-up were compared with those obtained experimentally. Good agreement between 
the theoretical and experimental values was found. 

INTRODUCTION 

In analytical isotachophoresis, there are several parameters (e.g., analysis time, 
cost of analysis, sample volume) which are optimized during the elaboration of an 
analytical procedure. Because of its practical importance, the analysis time is the 
parameter that is optimized most frequently. 

To achieve the complete separation of all sample components during isotacho- 
phoretic analysis, the separation capillary has to provide a sufftcient separation 
capacity. This leads to the necessity to express the grade of the separation achieved 
quantitatively; until now, the separation of binary mixed zones was treated most 
frequently. 

Capillary length [l], separation time [2-4] and electric charge passed through the 
column [5,6] have been used as quantitative parameters expressing the level of 
separation achieved. As far as a multi-component mixture is concerned, its separation 
should be solved as the separation of the binary mixture containing the pair of 
components that are the most difficult to separate [ 1,2]. Recently, Hirokawa et al. [7] 
described a transient-state model for a three-component system. 

The optimum separation conditions, especially the pH of the leading electrolyte, 
have been determined typically by plotting the effective mobilities of the separated 
compounds in their pure isotachophoretic zones VS. the pH of the leading electrolyte. 
The values of the effective mobilities were obtained experimentally [8] or by calculation 
[9-l 11. At the optimum pH of the leading electrolyte, the minimum mobility difference 
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between two adjacent zones for a given multi-component mixture reaches the 
maximum value in the tested pH interval. 

This paper offers a possible solution of the optimization problem of the 
isotachophoretic separation of a multi-component sample. It is based on mathematical 
modelling of the separation process and the optimization is performed by using the pH 
of the leading electrolyte, pHL as the variable parameter. We assume a constant 
detection sensitivity (which determines the given sample amount which is necessary to 
obtain sufficient quantification of all minor sample components). For each pHL, the 
calculation provides the following output parameters: the column hold-up necessary 
for the separation of the sample, the effective mobility of the terminator (which should 
be as mobile as possible), the conductivity of its zone and the resulting maximum 
electric driving current (with constant cooling properties of the capillary) and the 
analysis time. The solution is then the pHL at which the minimum analysis time is 
achieved. 

THEORETICAL 

Optimization of isotachophoretic analysis 
The goal of the optimization of an isotachophoretic analysis can be stated as the 

establishment of conditions under which the necessary sample amount is separated 
(analysed) within a minimum time. The necessary sample amount is given by the 
requirement that all minor sample components must be determined with sufficient 
precision and accuracy. 

Such time-based optimization is necessary especially if a routine analytical 
method is worked out, i.e., if a large number of samples have to be analysed over a long 
time period. There are two ways to perform such an optimization: by experiment or by 
calculation. The former is very time consuming, which is why the latter is of special 
interest. The computational optimization must be based on knowledge of the sample 
as detailed as possible: one must know all ionogenic components of the sample, their 
ionic mobilities and pK, values and the ranges of their possible concentrations. The 
determination of the necessary sample amount is then based on the minimum amount 
of the minor components that is necessary for good quantification. The estimated 
sample amount and the maximum expected concentration of the sample components 
serve as inputs for the mathematical modelling of the isotachophoretic separation. 

The minimum analysis time of an n-component sample can be expressed as 

Q Lreq + iQi 

tmin = 
i=l 

Z (1) 
max 

where Z,,,,, is the maximum electric driving current that can be used without danger of 
n . . 

overheating, c Qi is the sum of zone passage charges of the individual sample 
i=l 

components and QL,req is the column hold-up required for the complete separation of 
the given sample. Note that both the sample amount and the separation capabilities of 
the system are expressed in terms of electric charge (the zone passage charge is the 
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electric charge required for the passage of an isotachophoretic zone through, e.g., the 
detection cell; the column hold-up is the electric charge which transfers the rear 
boundary of the zone of leading electrolyte from the starting point to the detection cell 
[5,12]); this proved to be useful by providing a more genera1 description than is possible 
with other quantities. Eqn. 1 may be rewritten in the form 

Q Lreq + iQi 

tmin = 
i=l 

A 
const. (2) 

where Kr is the conductivity of the terminating zone (of the zone with the lowest 
conductivity). 

The optimization procedure may then be as follows. We assume we have an 
isotachophoretic column the hold-up of which can be varied in order to keep it always 
at the minimum necessary value, QL,req. If now, e.g., the pH of the leading electrolyte, 
pHL, is taken as the parameter, the values of all quantities in eqn. 2 may be calculated; 
by plotting the resulting tmin vs. pHL, the optimum (minimum) value of tmin can be 
found. 

Separation scheme for a multi-component mixture 
When calculating the value of tmin from eqn. 2, the most difficult step is to obtain 

the necessary value of QL,req, especially for multi-component samples. In order to be 
able to calculate QL,req, it is useful to make some simplifications in the description of 
the system (which apply also to eqns. 1 and 2): (i) the sample is assumed to have the 
composition of an adjusted isotachophoretic mixed zone; (ii) the separation is assumed 
to proceed at constant temperature; (iii) we neglect diffusion, interactions between ions 
and other disturbing effects such as electroosmosis. 

For the complete description of the separation process of an n-component 
sample, all partial Qt. values must be calculated which correspond to the extinction of 
all various mixed zones containing from 2 to n components. The symbol QL,i,,,j, e.g., 
corresponds to the column hold-up necessary for the extinction of the transient mixed 
zone containing j-i+ 1 components, viz., i, i+ 1, . . ., j- 1, j. 

Fig. la, b and c show the schemes of the isotachophoretic separation of samples 
containing two, three and four components, respectively. The schemes are drawn as 
plots of the electric charge that passed through the column, Q, KS. the column hold-up, 
QL. The position of a point on the diagram may be understood as follows: its 
x-coordinate indicates the actual position in the isotachophoretic column (expressed in 
the term of QL) and its y-coordinate refers to a given point of the separation process 
(expressed in terms of Q). The scheme shows the composition of the stack of 
isotachophoretic (steady-state and transient) zones in each location in the column after 
electric charge Q has passed through the column. The lines in the scheme represent the 
boundaries between neighbouring zones, i.e., for given Q and QL we obtain 
information on the location and size of the individual zones (including information on 
which zone is just in the detection cell). The slopes of these lines are equivalent to the 
reciprocal relative velocities of the respective boundaries (see eqns. 18 and 19 in the 
Appendix). The line parallel to the x-axis at a distance Q crosses the network 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of isotachophoretic separation of multi-component sample containing (a) 
A and B, (b) three components A, B and C and (c) four components A, B, C and D. 

two components 

representing the zone boundaries showing the state of separation after charge Q has 
passed through the column. Similarly, the line parallel to the y-axis at a distance QL 
shows by its crossing the network how zones pass through the detection cell if the 
column hold-up is equal to Qr. 

From the viewpoint of the description of the separation process, the points of 
intersection of the lines corresponding to the zone boundaries are important: they are 
the points of extinction of mixed zones. The x-coordinate of such a point represents the 
column hold-up required for the disappearance of the respective mixed zone; the 
corresponding y-coordinate represents the appropriate separation charge. The largest 
of the Qty values (corresponding to the extinction of binary mixed zones) is then equal 
to the QL,req value required for the complete separation of the sample. 

It is obvious that in an optimum case the isotachophoretic column has a hold-up 
just equal to the value QL,req. If the actual Q,_ is lower, then only incomplete separation 
is achieved. If the column has a higher QL value, complete separation is obtained but an 
additional electric charge is required to transfer the separated zones to the detection 
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cell. We can say that in an optimum case the binary mixture the separation of which is 
the most crucial is separated just when it reaches the detection cell. 

The calculation of the QL,req value depends on the number of the sample 
components. For a two-component sample, this value can be determined simply from 
(cf., eqn. 25 in the Appendix) 

Q L,req = (QA + QB> t7A .:“k, AB 

where Ui,j is the effective mobility of substance i in zone j. 
If the sample contains three or more components, it is necessary to calculate the 

QL ” values for each pair of neighbouring components and to find the maximum value 
of them to obtain QL,req. For the simplest case of a three-component sample 
(containing substances A, B and C) we have to calculate Qf” and QF”. According to 
eqns. 37 and 38 (see Appendix) their values can be obtained from 

Qf” = uL LKt (4) 
1_ 1 
KLiB.AB 

Q:” = fiB Bcf; - QA - QB (5) 
L-1 

“B&L,L 

The column hold-up required for the complete separation of the sample is then given 
by the higher value of Q;f” and QF”. 

The determination of QL,req if the sample contains more than three components 
is analogous. A detailed mathematical description of the problem is given in the 
Appendix. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

All chemicals were of analytical-reagent grade from Lachema (Brno, Czecho- 
slovakia). 

The isotachophoretic experiments were carried out in an Agrofor instrument 
(JZD Odra, Krmelin, Czechoslovakia) at room temperature. For calculations, 
a PMD-85-2 computer (Tesla PieSIany, Czechoslovakia) was used. 

Published ionic mobilities and dissociation constants [13] were used in the 
calculations. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For the determination of the optimum pH of the leading electrolyte, a computer 
program was written that enables the separation of a three-component sample to be 
solved. The amount of separated components and their physico-chemical constants 
(ionic mobilities and dissociation constants have to be known for the use of the 
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of optimization of isotachophoretic separation. 
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computer program). The program provides the composition of the optimum leading 
electrolyte, the required column hold-up, the recommended driving current and the 
time of analysis and further qualitative and quantitative parameters of the particular 
isotachophoretic zones (relative effective mobilities or RE values and calibration 
constants). A flow chart of the computer program is shown in Fig. 2. 

To test the applicability of the computer program, the separation of lactate, 
acetate and butyrate in silages was selected [14]. To simulate a silage extract, a mixture 
of 37 mM acetate, 25 mM lactate and 22 mM butyrate was used [8]. The computer 
output is shown in Fig. 3. For the calculation of the time of analysis the parameters of 
the LKB Tachophor were used [15]. 

The minimum required column hold-up, 30.5 mC, was found at pHr. = 3.4, but 
the optimum, i.e., minimum, analysis time (2.74 min) was found at pHt, = 4.5, when 
a column hold-up of 33.2 mC was required. 

The plot of analysis time VS. pHt, can be only partly verified experimentally. 

SEPARATION OF ANIONS A.8.C 

hi: N= 3.7E-08 mol 
pk iI>= 4.756 pK(E)= 0 pK(3)= 0 
u(i) 11-42.4 u(2)= 0 u(3)= 0 

B: N= 2.!5E-08 mol 
pk(i )= 3.86 pK(2)= 0 pK(3)= 0 
u(l) =-36.5 u(2)= 0 u(3)= 0 

C : N= 2.2E-08 mol 
pkil)= 4 .a2 pK<2)= 0 pK(3)= 0 
u(l>=-33.8 u(2)= 0 u(3)= 0 

pH<LE) 

3 
3.5 
4 
4 .S 
5 
5.5 

1.5 

a(L) 
CC1 

TIME 
[MINI 

pHt6tBC) 

.0357017 5 .ssss 3.86286 
.0304899 3.71887 4.24143 
.6318710 3.25428 4.50266 
.I1332153 2.74921 4.8715 
.126952 6.97172 5.25010 
.245324 1 i .0057 5.67292 
.a981953 5.06607 6.13667 
.103402 5.2247 6.61783 

RECOMMENDED LEADING ELECTROLYTE: 10 mmolMC1 
+ 6-AMINOCAPROIC FICID, pH(LE)= 4.5 
REQUIRED COLUMN HOLD-UP Q(L)= .0332153 C 
RECOMMENDED DRIUINC CURRENT I- 375 /uA 
ClNALYSIS TIME t= 2.74921 mi n 
RE(A )= 3 .iS652 
RE(B>= 2.47397 
RE(C )= 4.03037 
1 mC= 6.09947 nmol A 
1 mC= 5.7073 nmo 1 B 
1 mC= 5.52044 nmol C 

Fig. 3. Computer output of optimization program. 
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However, the model can be tested by comparing theoretical and experimental values of 
the required column hold-up. 

Calculated values of the required column hold-up and experimentally measured 
values are shown in Fig. 4. There is good agreement between the theoretical and 
experimental values. The differences are insignificant and are probably caused by the 
deviations from the introductory presumptions that the sample has the composition of 
an adjusted mixed isotachophoretic zone and that the ionic mobilities and dissociation 
constants do not depend on temperature. 

The sufficient agreement between the theoretical and experimental values of the 
required column hold-up confirmed that the separation conditions of isotachophoretic 
analysis can be easily optimized by computer simulation using the charge-based 
transient-state model. If the sample contains only several identified compounds, the 
ionic mobilities, dissociation constants and concentration range of which are known, 
the labourious experimental determination of suitable separation conditions can be 
omitted and only optimization of the separation based on the theoretical model needs 
to be performed. 

APPENDIX 

Zone passage charge 
The zone passage charge [6,8,12] is a general quantitative parameter of 

isotachophoretic analysis that is suitable for the quantitative description of an 
isotachophoretic zone. It is the electric charge that has to be passed through the 
isotachophoretic column to shift the rear boundary of an isotachophoretic zone to 
reach the position where the front boundary of that zone was prior to the passage of 
electric current. The expression of the zone passage charge can be derived by 

< p-ALANINE > <EA~A> <CREAVININE > < NISTIDINE > 

ot,,q 
lmC1 

120 

90 

60 

30 

4 5 0 P”lf 
Fig. 4. Dependence of column hold-up required for separation of a sample containing 37 nmol acetic acid. 
25 nmol lactic acid and 22 nmol butyric acid. Solid lines, calculated results; 0, experimental data. ( ) show 
the pHLE regions of the used counterions. EACA = s-aminocaproic acid. 
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combination of the modified Ohm’s law (eqn. 6), the expression for the migration 
velocity of a substance (eqn. 7) electric charge (eqn. 8) and effective mobility (eqn. 9). 

(7) 

Q = It (8) 

(9) 

where I = electric current, S = cross-section of separation capillary, t = time, Q = 
electric charge, Ei = electric field strength in the ith zone, Vi = isotachophoretic 
velocity, li = migration path of substance i, iii = effective mobility of substance i in its 
isotachophoretic zone, Ci = analytical concentration of substance i in its isotacho- 
phoretic zone, cj = concentration ofjth species of substance i dissociating into rn ionic 
species and Ki = conductivity of ith zone. 

For the zone passage charge of substance i, we obtain by combination of eqns. 
69 

Qi = ~~~~ (10) 
C cjlujl 
j=l 

where Ni = CiZiS is the molar amount of substance i. 

Concentration of counter ion in an n-component mixed zone 
The counter-ion mass balance can be expressed for both front and rear 

boundaries of an isotachophoretic zone containing n components (see Fig. 5) by the 
equations 

CR.l....-1(~R,l...n- ~EI...,- 1 - V1...n+1...n-1) = ~~,1...n(fi~,1...n&..n - "l...n-1...n-l) 

(11) 

~~,z...n@~,z...n'%...n - V2...n+l...n )-- (- E - CR,l...n UR,l...n l...n - V2...n+l...n J (12) 

where the subscripts R, 1 and n refer to counter ion, component with the highest 
effective mobility and component with the lowest mobility in the mixed zone, 
respectively, vl and v, are the migration velocities of the rear and front boundaries, for 
which 

vz...n+1...n = I&,~...nl&...n (13) 

vl...n+l...n-I = l%~...,lE~.,.. (14) 
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'R,2...n 'R,l...m 'R,l...n-1 

"z . ..ll Jfl...n ?...a-1 

'2...1 E1...n El...n-l 

,Tp--yppfy 

Fig. 5. Scheme of separation of an n-component mixed zone 

If eqns. 6 and 11-14 are combined, the following expressions for the concentration of 
the counter ion in the n-component mixed zone and the conductivity of this zone are 
obtained: 

UR,l...n-lICZ...nUl,l...n - UR,2...nlCl...n-lU,,l...n 

CR,l...n = 

“2”;fR;I:;n-1 (fiR,l...n - ~l,l...,) - Icl. n-lURq2...n(UR,l...n - U,,J..J 

(15) 

F, l,,,n_ 1 

CR,l...n-liSn,l...n(UR,l...n - &,I...,) - ~R,2....iil,l...n(~R,l...n - U”,l...n) 

Kl...n = - 

General isotachophoretic condition for an n-component mixed zone 
Let us consider the isotachophoretic system shown in Fig. 5. The general 

isotachophoretic condition for pure isotachophoretic zones can be expressed as [16] 

W = !fC!!! = constant 
Ki 

(17) 

If we consider the migration of a mixed zone containing n components, the linear 
velocities of the front and rear boundaries are expressed by eqns. 13 and 14. If these are 
related to the linear velocity of the leading zone (eqn. 7), relative velocities of the 
boundaries, R, are obtained: 

R, = U”,l...fL 
(18) 

~l...&L,L 

Ul,l...“KL 
RI= _ (19) 

Kl...“UL,L 
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The total zone passage charge of the components that passed through the front 
and rear boundaries of the n-component mixed zone until its extinction can be 
expressed as 

Q fron,,l,,,n = i Qi,, ,,,” !s1-n - 7*1-n 
i=l Ul,l...” - %,l...n 

Qrear,l...n = f: Qi,l...nTf~':::~~ 1 zgl...’ 
i=l n,l...n 

(20) 

(21) 

The separation charge that has to pass through the column to reach the 
extinction of zone 1.. .n can be expressed (see Fig. 1) as 

(22) 

By combining eqns. 18, 19 and 22, the isotachophoretic condition related to mixed 
zone 1 . ..n is obtained: 

i Qi,l...n~i,l...n _ 
w= i=l 4.i 

Kl...niil Qi,l...n =’ 
(23) 

Required column hold-up QL, 1,, ,n 
Let us consider the separation of the n-component mixed zone shown in Fig. 5. 

The front boundary migrates with relative velocity R, and the rear boundary with 
relative velocity RI. The zone passage charge of each component i is Qi,r,,,n. 
Comparing the path (expressed as the electric charge) through which both front and 
rear boundaries migrate from the start of the analysis to the extinction of zone 1.. .n, we 
obtain 

Rl(Q~,l...n + f: Qi,l...n) = RnQ~,l...n 
i=l 

By arrangement and combination with eqns. 18 and 19 we can write 

(24) 

(25) 

Eqn. 25 is a general expression for the column hold-up required for the extinction of an 
n-component mixed zone. If n = 2 the expression also describes the column hold-up 
required for the full separation of the sample. 
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Separation charge 
Separation charge is another important parameter of isotachophoretic separa- 

tion [5]. It is the electric charge that has to pass across the isotachophoretic column to 
achieve extinction of the appropriate mixed zone. Let us consider the separation of the 
n-component mixed zone shown in Fig. 5. If the hold-up of the column between the 
n-component sample and the detection cell is Q,i,..,, the n-component mixed zone 
disappears just in the detection cell. However, the electric charge that has to pass 
through the column to reach this situation is higher because not only leading zone but 
also all zones that are generated in front of the n-component mixed zone has to pass the 
detection cell, i.e., it holds that 

i Qi,l...niii,l...n 

Qs,,...n = QLJ...~ + Qfron,,~...n = ?l _ (26) 
Ul,l...” - %,1...n 

Column hold-up required for the, full separation of an n-component sample QL,req 
There is no general equation describing the column hold-up required for the full 

separation of an n-component sample. Calculation of the required column hold-up, 

Q L,req, depends on the number of sample components. 
If the sample contains only two components (Fig. la), the required column 

hold-up can be determined in a simple way (see eqn. 3). 
Solving the separation of a multi- component sample containing three and more 

components, the procedure for the calculation of the required column hold-up can be 
formulated as a parallel calculation of the column hold-up required for the extinction 
of all individual mixed zones and, as a result, binary-mixed-zone column hold-ups 
Qt’ are obtained. The Qt’ which reaches the largest value is then the final resulting 

Q L,req. 

If the sample contains three components, A, B and C, the column hold-ups 
required for the extinction of the mixed zone ABC and of the remaining binary mixed 
zones AB and BC have to be determined. According to eqns. 25 and 26, the column 
hold-up Qr,ABc and corresponding separation charge Q S,ABc can be calculated from the 

equations 

Q L,ABC = - UAAB:fBicABc(Q~ + QB + Qc) (27) 

(28) 

If the column hold-up required for the separation of zone ABC is applied, parts 
of zone AB and BC remain unseparated. Their zone passage charges Qa,AB + 

Q&AS and Qb,Bc + Q”,Bc can be calculated by the sumation of the appropriate 
contributions of individual constituents. For the content ofcomponent B in both zones 
it holds, according to eqns. 20 and 21, that 

(29) 
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(30) 

After passing electric charge Qs,aec through the column, the zone passage charge 
of pure zone A is equal to the product of the difference in relative velocities of both 
boundaries of zone A and of charge passed: 

Q~,A = QS,ABC(~ -2) 
By rearrangement and combination, we obtain 

Q ~,AB = QA - QS,ABC. 
QA@A,AB - QB,AB) 

QA~A,AR + QB~B,AB 

Analogously, it holds that 

Q &BC = Qc - QS,ABC. 
Q&B,BC - &,Bc) 

QBcB,Bc + QC&,BC 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

The column hold-up Qf” consists of three parts: (i) QL,ABc, (ii) zone passage 

charge (Q!A,AB + Q~,AB) and (iii) QL.AB. By combining eqns. 25 and 27-30 we obtain 

Qf” = ( QA + QB + Qc) uA AB7fB;c ABC + QA _ QA~A~ABC~; Af;~y;A;cQ~tic~~~c. 

QA(~~A,AB - ~B,AB) 

QA~~A.AB + Q~B.AR 
(34) 

The column hold-up Qt” consists of two parts, (i) QL,ABc and (ii) QL,Bc, and can 
be expressed as 

Q!!” = (QA + QB + Qc). ,~AB~~B~c ABC + QB’ ~~:~~~ ~~~‘~~~ + Qc - 

QA~~A,ABC + QB~B,ABC + QC%,ABC Qc(~~B,Bc - &,Bc) 

1 

l*C,BC 
(35) 

UA,ABC - %,ABC QB%BC + Q&c,K ~B,BC - %,BC 

If the separation of a multi-component sample is to be solved, another approach 
is suitable; however, the resulting Qt’ values are then expressed by more parameters 
than only zone passage charges and effective mobilities. In this approach general 
expressions for Qi,‘, Qt,“...Q;- 2~n- I, Q;,- ‘JI can be derived. Let us consider the 
separation of the n-component sample shown in Fig. 5 (compare, e.g., Fig. Ic). The 
zone passage charge of the pure zone 1 can be expressed as the product of the charge 
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passed through the column until the complete separation of zones I and 2 and the 
difference in relative velocities of the front and rear boundaries of zone 1: 

By rewriting eqn. 36 we obtain 

Qi’2 = ll,,,K;.;, 
-1 

KLfi2,1...2 

Analogously, the expression for QE-l’” can be derived: 

-1 
- ,F; Qi 

“G- I...&L.L 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

The expression for Qf,“, QE- ‘JI and other Qf’ can be derived in a similar way, 
but the derivation and the resulting expressions are more complicated. 

The required column hold-up is then obtained as the largest value of Qfy. 

Calculation of the composition of n-component mixed zone 
The method of calculation of the composition of a mixed zone is very similar to 

that used for the calculation of individual isotachophoretic zones [17,18]. The 
isotachophoretic condition can be written in the form 

Q; = Ici = constant 
4”i,il 

(39) 

where F is the Faraday constant. By iteration, the pH of any mixed zone can be 
calculated by the method the algorithm of which is based on finding the roots of the 
function RFQ [17], defined as 

Qi. RFQ=@-l=O 

The pH at which RFQ equals zero can be found by finding the pH range in which 
the function RFQ changes its sign and further by the method of interval bisection. 
A detailed description of the method can be found elsewhere [8]. 

For a mixed zone that contains n components we define the RFQ function as 

KL f Qi,l...nii,l...n 
RFQ= i=l 

%.LKl...ni$I Qi,l...n - ’ = O 
(41) 
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To find the roots of the RFQ function, or..., has to be determined. For the use of 
eqn. 16 it is necessary to know the parameters of partially mixed zones which are 
calculated in the same way: first, binary mixed zones are calculated from the pure 
isotachophoretic zones, then ternary mixed zones from the binary mixed zones, etc. 
However, in partially mixed zones, the content of individual components expressed as 
Qi,r,,,n cannot be directly determined and has to be calculated by another iteration. 

By using parameters of an n-component mixed zone, the binary zones have to be 
calculated and the composition of the n-component zone is recalculated using new 
values of the binary mixed zones. The procedure of both combined iteration steps is 
repeated as long as values of all mixed zones do not differ from those obtained in the 
previous step. For example, the composition of binary zones in the case of 
a three-component sample can be calculated from eqns. 29933 and zone passage 
charges of individual components in the binary zones are obtained. Those are then 
substituted for Qi,,,,,. in eqn. 41 and used in the RFQ method. The procedure is 
repeated as described above. 

Calculation of required column hold-up from experimental data 
Let us consider the separation of a sample containing components A, B and 

C when complete separation is not achieved with column hold-up Qr, and the mixed 
zone BC can be observed in the isotachopherogram (see Fig. 6). The sampling ratio of 
components B and C expressed as the ratio of zone passage charges is q: 

q = QcIQB (42) 

The separation charge of the partial separation of the mixed zone BC is, according to 
eqn. 26, equal to 

(43) 

when Qi is the zone passage charge of the ith zone taken from the isotachopherogram. 
During passage of mixed zone BC through the detection cell, zone BC is further 

Fig. 6. Isotachopherogram of analysis of a sample with components A, B and C when only partial 
separation of components B and C is obtained. 
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separated so that zone C has at its passage through the detection cell zone passage 
charge Qc. For the separation charge of this partial separation it holds that 

(44) 

For the column hold-up Qr_ and column hold-up QL,req required for the complete 
separation, it holds according to eqn. 25 that 

(45) 

Q L,req = @B + OBC + &!> uB ,r”;, RC - QA (46) 

The zone passage charge of the zone A is subtracted from the column hold-up because 
also during migration of zone A through the detection cell the mixed zone BC is 
separated. 

By combination of eqns. 43346, an expression is obtained for the column 
hold-up required for the complete separation of sample ABC: 

Q L,req = 
(QL + QA> @B + eec + &> (QL + Q-A + f&3 + &) _ 

(QL+ QA+ &d<& + &, + QB&C 

Q 

A (47) 

If the first substance forms a transient mixed zone, eqn. 47 can be rewritten by omitting 
QA and the equation already published [S] is obtained. 

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

A 
B 
C 
Ci 

cj 
CR,l...n 

Cl,l...ll 

Ei 
E l...n 

F 
I 
I max 
Ii 

Ni 

PHL 

separated component of sample (separand) 
separated component of sample (separand) 
separated component of sample (separand) 
analytical concentration of substance i 
concentration ofjth ion of substance i 
total concentration of counter ion in mixed zone containing components 
1,2,...n 
total concentration of substance 1 in mixed zone containing components 
1,2,...n 
electric field strength in ith zone 
electric field strength in mixed zone containing components 1,2,. ..n 
Faraday constant 
electric driving current 
maximum electric driving current 
migration path of substance i 
amount of substance i 
pH of leading electrolyte 
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Q:,l...n 
Q front,l...n 

::: req 

QL:Ln 

Al3 
QL 

QK!*,l...fl 

eg:.,... 

t 

tmin 

&,l...n 

vi 

Vl...n+l.,.n 

W 

KT 

Ki 

Kl...ll 

,- 

electric charge 
zone passage charge of substance i 
zone passage charge of substance i in partially separated zone 1.. .n 
total zone passage charge of substances that passed the front boundary 
of mixed zone l...n 
column hold-up 
column hold-up required for complete separation of sample 
column hold-up required for extinction of mixed zone containing 1,2.. .n 
components 
column hold-up required for the complete separation of sample when 
zone AB is separated last 
total zone passage charge of substances that passed the rear boundary of 
mixed zone 
separation charge 
separation charge corresponding to extinction of mixed zone containing 
components 1,2.. .II 
quasi-separation charge if only incomplete separation is achieved 
quasi-separation charge if incomplete separation is obtained and mixed 
zone contributes to it 
zone passage charge of ith zone taken from the isotachopherogram 

$1 ViF 

C Qil ViF 
i=l 

zone passage charge of mixed zone partially separated 

sampling ratio 
relative velocity of boundary between zones 1.. .n and 1.. .n - 1 
cross-section of separation capillary 
difference between mean temperature of isotachophoretic zone and 
thermostating temperature 
time 
minimum time of analysis 
effective mobility of substance i in mixed zone containing components 
1,2...n 
ionic mobility ofjth subspecies of substance i 
effective mobility of counter ion in mixed zone containing components 
1,2,...n 
migration velocity of ith substance 
velocity of boundary between zones I.. . n and 1.. .n - 1 
charge-related volume velocity 
conductivity of the zone with the lowest conductivity in the system 
conductivity of zone of ith substance 
conductivity of mixed zone containing substances 1,2,. . .n 
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